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Special promotion: apparel 

Working with horses and cattle requires comfortable, durable clothing to do the job 
well. Western clothing designers have developed garments and accessories that both 
look good and suit the unique cowboy lifestyle.

Cameron Baldus (pictured above) of Bowie, Texas, is the wife of performance and ranch horse 
trainer Ben Baldus, and she’s also a Western wear model. She offers some tips to help keep your 
Western attire in good condition.

Cowboy  
Couture 

Hats
After wearing your straw hat during a summer day, Baldus 
suggests placing it in a location where it can get airflow, to 
allow any sweat to dry out before wearing it again. For a felt, 
it’s best to store it in a hat box. She says that her husband 
usually sets his hat in a safe place, brim side up, which helps 
the hat brim keep its shape. She adds that some horsemen 
believe there is another good reason to leave it upside down.

“I’m not superstitious at all, but apparently there’s cowboy 
lore that you’re supposed to store the hat like that so that all 
the luck doesn’t fall out,” Baldus says.

sHirts
Baldus sends most Western shirts out for either dry cleaning or 
laundry with heavy starch. Even if she washes them at home, 
she makes sure to iron them. The most important thing is to 
check all the buttons to make sure they’re intact before wearing.

At a competition, Baldus keeps a Tide pen nearby, in case of 
stains. If you do get a stain, she recommends blotting and 
pre-treating—even if it’s just with a paper towel—and taking 
the shirt to the cleaners as quickly as possible.

You can reduce stains with some style choices, too.
“If you know you’re going to be doing some work that is 

dirtier, you can roll the sleeves up on your shirt or put a vest 
on to keep your shirt in better condition,” Baldus says.

Jeans
To keep your jeans in good condition, Baldus 
suggests washing after each day of riding—maybe 
after two days if it’s winter and you’re not sweating. 
And during the day, if you get shavings or horse sweat 
on your jeans, if you can, address it as it happens.

“If the hem of your jeans gets dirty while you’re 
cleaning stalls, I grab a stiff horse brush from the tack 
area, and brush off the hem throughout the day,” Baldus 
said. “That helps quite a bit.”

CHaps
The most important thing you can do for your chaps is to 
wipe off dirt and sweat and apply leather conditioner 
suitable for the material every couple of rides, to keep them 
from cracking.

Baldus also advises inspecting the hardware before use 
to make sure conchos haven’t come loose and strings are 
not broken.

“The biggest thing you can do for any of your gear is to 
double-check everything before you get ready to ride or 
show,” Baldus said. “Make sure it’s all in good working order. 
That will help save a lot of stress. Inevitably that stuff breaks 
or falls apart, and it’s somehow at the least opportune times.”
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Boots
Your boots take a beating when working around horses 
and cattle. Baldus takes a bristle brush to the leather at the 
end of each day to remove excess grime. If they’ve gotten 
wet, she’ll spray on a leather conditioner and leave it 
overnight. Allowing the boots to dry before wearing them 
again is key.

“Even if you only do it once a week, if you can put your 
boots out to dry out completely for a day and apply condi-

tioner, that will really help them,” Baldus said. “I’ve had several 
bootmakers tell me you can put leather conditioner on the 
inside of the upper part of the boot, too, and that helps.”

Accessories
Baldus sticks to practical jewelry for riding and showing, and 
uses jewelry cleaner for those pieces. For sterling silver items, 
she cleans with a silver cleaner and frequently wipes off the dust, 
dirt and grime.

Ladies’ Lightweight Rayon Twill
Serape Print Long Dress

from Stetson
Show off your appreciation for 

Western style by wearing Stetson’s 
Serape Print Long Dress. Featuring a 

wrap front with side ties, elbow-length 
cuffed sleeves and a 100-percent rayon 

material, this dress is lightweight and 
calf length. Price: $118. stetson.com 

Bayard Serape Dress
from Resistol
The Bayard Serape Dress is made of 
100-percent lyocell fabric, which feels 
soft and incredibly comfortable. It’s a 
perfect weight for the hot months as 
well as for fall. This piece features a 
serape print in teal, turquoise, shades 
of mauve and a southwest stripe in 
eggshell. It also includes a sleeve tab 
and button to roll your sleeves, a fabric 
self-tie with belt loops, and waist 
pockets. This dress is perfect for day to 
night. Price: $76. resistol.com

Polar Fleece Pullover
from Cinch
New from Cinch, this pullover features 
a printed polar fleece with front 
pockets, ideal for any fall occasion. It 
combines classic Western styling with 
performance-ready construction, and 
it’s finished with adjustable front 
snaps. Available in sizes XS-XXL. Find a 
retailer near you at cinchjeans.com.
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men’s aztec patterned cardigan  
from stetson

Ward off the chill this fall with Stetson’s Aztec 
Patterned Cardigan wool-blend sweater made 

with heathered yarns. The beautiful Aztec 
pattern is knit into the front and back of the 
garment, finished with a two-way zip front. 

The material is comprised of 60 percent 
cotton, 30 percent nylon and 10 percent wool. 

Price: $90. stetson.com

texas concealed carry canvas Vest
from Wyoming traders
Great for warm weather, Wyoming Traders’ Texas 
Concealed Carry Canvas Vest is made from 
12-ounce top-quality cotton canvas with rein-
forced stitching throughout the vest and a front 
Western yoke shoulder design. Features include 
top-quality snaps with two inside adjustable 
holsters, four magazine clip holders and two 
wallet pockets with zipper closures. The front of 
the vest has two hand pockets at the waist and 
two chest pockets, all lined with polyester satin. 
Available in three colors and multiple sizes from 
wyomingtraders.com.

loisaida shirt from resistol
The Loisaida Sherry Cervi Arena fit shirt is made of cotton poplin and 
serape accents. This fabric is great year-round. It features serape at 
the yokes, placket and cuffs. The serape is made of rich hues, with 
contrasting brights. It features contrast decorative snap closures. 
This shirt’s sleeves and tails are made with added length for function-
ality in and out of the arena. Price: $30. resistol.com
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The Rancher Jacket  
from Outback Trading Co.
The Rancher Jacket is made from 
vintage-inspired Canyonland fabric. 
This rugged jacket is lined in fleece and 
accented with Western yokes, plus a 
Durable Water Repellant Finish (DWR) 
to make it water-resistant. The 
Rancher Jacket also features a 
concealment pocket to ensure your 
firearm stays safely close by. This is one 
jacket any cowboy will love for years to 
come. Price: $164.99. See Outback 
Trading Co.’s full line of Canyonland 
products at outbacktrading.com.

 

Ash Cold Bloq Jacket from Resistol 
The Ash Cold Bloq Jacket is a go-to option, and 

the perfect weight for all temperatures. This 
jacket will keep you warm down to freezing 
temperatures. It is poly filled and incredibly 

lightweight, and features bright red contrasting 
zippers to add some color in the winter months. 

This jacket, along with other Resistol products, is 
packable and ideal for traveling. It includes a 

zipper inside the left chest—simply roll the jacket 
into the zipper pocket. It includes a small pulley 

at the end to hook onto traveling accessories. 
Price: $84. resistol.com
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800-796-5333 ● www.ChoreBootCentral.com

Waterproof ● All Day Comfort  
Safe to Ride with - NO SNAG - Outsole

The Perfect Chore Boot for the Equine Enthusiast!The Perfect Chore Boot for the Equine Enthusiast!
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custom leather Handbags
from Wild lace Beadwork
These statement-making custom 

handmade leather handbags are created 
by Lacey Swayne, owner of Wild Lace 

Beadwork, located in Gordon, Nebraska. 
Create your own look by adding your 

cattle brand, a hand-beaded strap, lots of 
fringe, or an interchangeable trophy 

buckle attachment for an incredible look. 
Bag pictured features a custom brand, 

cowhide and fringe. It measures 
14-by-12-by-5 inches with a concealed 

carry gun pocket. Price: $350. Find 
ready-to-ship-inventory at 

wildlacebeawork.com or email 
wildlacebeadwork@gmail.com to place a 

custom order.

circle 5 100X pure Beaver natural Felt 
Hat from catalena Hatters
Located in Bryan, Texas, Catalena Hatters has 
handcrafted the highest quality felt hats for 
more than 35 years. Whether you’re a lifetime 
hat wearer or first-time hat buyer, Catalena 
Hatters can get you a hat that fits right, looks 
right and feels right. Featured here is Catalena 
Hatters’ signature “Circle 5” crease on a 100X 
Pure Beaver Natural Felt Hat. Price: $800. 
catalenahatters.com

The Willow Ultimate riding Jean 
from Wrangler
Wrangler’s newest offering is Willow, 
the ultimate riding jean. Featuring a 
performance waist with a higher back 
rise and no-gap waistband, this jean 
provides unrestricted movement so 
you’ll feel at home whether you’re in 
the saddle or in town. Available in 
three styles, the ultra-flattering 
silhouette is fitted through the seat 
and thigh and finished with a riding 
boot-cut leg opening that creates the 
perfect stack. The Willow Ultimate 
Riding Jean is available for $59 at 
wrangler.com. 
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The Cattleman Hat from David Morgan
The Cattleman is a rabbit fur felt hat made by Akubra, a 
family-owned manufacturer since 1874. A classic Australian 
style protecting its wearer from the sun and rain, The Cattle-
man’s pre-creased pinched telescope crown is 4 inches high 
with a 3¼-inch bound edge brim turned down in front and 
back. It includes a reeded roan leather sweatband. UPF rating 
50+. Made in Australia. Available via davidmorgan.com for  
$135 plus $9 handling and in select North American dealer 
showrooms.

American Hat Company Midnight Blue
Felt Hat from the Best Hat Store
Midnight Blue is one of two brand new colors in the 
felt hat lineup for American Hat Company. Black is by 
far the top-selling color for felt hats, but the newest 
color puts a subtle spin on that timeless staple for 
those that wish to set themselves apart while still 
remaining tried and true. Choose up to 4½-inch brim, 
with 4¼-inch most common. It also comes in black 
cherry. Available in 40X for $510 and 200X for $790 
from besthatstore.com, or call 817-625-6650.

Cowboy Pac Boots from Kenetrek Boots
The Kenetrek Cowboy Pac Boot is the perfect boot for keeping 
your feet warm while riding on fall and winter mornings. 
Featuring removable 6mm quilted combination liners with 
Thinsulate insulation and wool, these boots offer warmth but 
not bulk. The Cowboy outsole slips in and out of standard-size 
stirrups with ease, thanks to the stirrup rails that surround the 
recessed high traction K-lugs. It also includes a spur shelf. Price: 
$330. Request a catalog or find a dealer near you at kenetrek.com.
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OutbackTrading.com

OUTFITTING ADVENTURESlife’s
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children’s Boots  
by old West Boots
The BSC 1904 brown boot from 
Old West Boots consists of a 
genuine leather upper and shaft, 
hand-corded medallion, natural 
leather welt, Goodyear welted 
with a reinforced shank and 
cushion insole, finished with a 
rubber sole. It features a broad 
square toe, and ranges from 
8.5-3 in children’s sizes. Learn 
more at jamaoldwest.com.

men’s ruff stock Boot
by twisted X Boots

The Men's 14-inch Wide Square Toe 
Ruff Stock Boots offer a timeless look 

and feel. Handcrafted with working 
cowboys in mind, this Ruff Stock is 

built with signature full-grain leather 
uppers and premium hand-dressed 

leather outsoles. These boots are 
crafted to take on each day’s chores 

without sacrificing comfort. A 
removable, moisture-wicking, 

antibacterial and machine-washable 
footbed keeps your feet cool and 

feeling fresh. Find a retailer at 
twistedx.com.

The Quatro ranchero 
from chore Boot central
The Quatro Ranchero offers 
extreme waterproof comfort 
straight from the stall to the 
saddle. Each pair of Rancheros is 
hand-built and designed with the 
highest level of comfort, durability 
and safety in mind for the equine 
world. The boot features a riding-
safe outsole with a heel-to-toe 
safety rail to keep your foot from 
snagging, with a wrap-around spur 
ledge, as well as the Quatro 
Comfort System Footbed. Your feet 
will be happy whether you are 
mucking stalls or out riding the 
range. Price: $168.99. Shop 
chorebootcentral.com or call 
800-796-5333 to find your local 
retailer.

tall-top Boots  
by cBY Boots
CBY Boots designs and 
sell Olathe boots, 
specializing in tall-top 
boots by Anderson Bean 
Boots and Olathe. All 
styles are designed by 
CBY and made to the 
company’s specifications 
for everyday cowboy use. 
Learn more and purchase 
online at cbyboots.com.■
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